Open Floor Hearings 7 (OFHs7): Hearings Action Points
•

Application by East Anglia ONE North Limited for an Order Granting
Development Consent for the East Anglia ONE North Offshore Wind Farm.
Application by East Anglia TWO Limited for an Order Granting
Development Consent for the East Anglia TWO Offshore Wind Farm.

•

Actions arising from the Open Floor Hearings 7 (ISHs7) held virtually on
Thursday 28 January 2021.
Action

Party

Deadline

1.

Water supply for dwellings relying on
wells and boreholes
With reference to the D6 action on the
Applicants at action point 7 for OFH6, Mr
Reeves and any other party with specific
relevant additional information relating to
the aquifer, eg geographical extent, depth,
relative levels (relative to existing ground
level and mean high water springs), to
submit this into both Examinations.

Mr Reeves
and any
other
speaker with
relevant
information

D5

2.

Effects on tourism
Piers
Piers Sturridge referred to effects on
Sturridge
tourism. Please supply your source material
for information on tourism effects if you wish
to do so.

D5

3.

Cumulative impacts – traffic and
transport
Sally Sturridge referred to the cumulative
impacts of other schemes and projects on
the A12. Please supply a list of the schemes
and projects you referred to.

Sally
Sturridge

D5

4.

Additional projects proposed with grid
connections at Friston
Tessa Wojtczak referred to other projects
with grid connections at Friston. Action 2 for
OFHs 2 [see Note B and C] refers to participants in
that hearing speaking about the potential for
additional energy projects to make
connections at the Friston grid connection
point, if it is consented for these
applications. References to multiple potential
project connections to the transmission
system at Friston have been made at OFHs.
Speakers referring to possible additional
transmission system connections at Friston
are requested to identify the names of the

Tessa
Wojtczak
and all other
speakers
referring to
this point

D5
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[see note A]

[see note A]

[see note A]

[see note A]
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Action

Party

Deadline

Socio-economic impacts
Sarah Whitelock of Aldeburgh Business
Association referred to and quoted various
statistics in support of her oral submission.
Please provide the quoted
report/statistics/video and their source
documents if relevant.

Sarah
Whitelock,
Aldeburgh
Business
Association

D5

Interested Parties who did not speak at
their appointed times
OFHs7 is intended to be the last set of Open
Floor Hearings in the Examinations. By the
close of this hearing, all Interested Parties
(IPs) who had requested to be heard at an
OFH had been provided with a reasonable
opportunity to be heard at an OFH. Where
reasons were provided for changes to
hearing days or times, IPs experiencing
difficulties attending a certain event or time
were offered a different event or time by the
ExAs. Where IPs did not attend at the time
offered to them and no request or reason for
a change has been received from them, the
ExAs have decided that any remaining
contributions to the Examination that they
seek to make can fairly and appropriately be
made in writing, by Deadline 6.

Mr Philip
D6
[see note A]
Harle
(Leiston and
District
Labour
Party) and
any other IPs
who did not
attend to
speak at
their
appointed
time in an
OFH and did
not provide a
reason for
their nonattendance.

projects to which they refer in writing and to
provide any publicly available evidence to
support their position.
5.

6.

[see note A]

Notes
A. D5 refers to Deadline 5 in the Examinations Timetables, which is the end of 3
February 2021. D6 refers to Deadline 6 which is the end of 24 February
2021.
B. Action 4 from OFHs 7 refer to the action lists from OFHs 1 – 3, which can
been seen at the following links for East Anglia ONE North and East Anglia
TWO. The OFHs 1 – 3 action lists for each application are identical and do not
need to be read twice.
C. Actions 1 & 2 from OFHs 6 are also applicable to OFHs 7.
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